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ABSTRACT

Fluorescence microscopy is invaluable to a range of
biomolecular analysis approaches. The required la-
beling of proteins of interest, however, can be chal-
lenging and potentially perturb biomolecular func-
tionality as well as cause imaging artefacts and photo
bleaching issues. Here, we introduce inverse (super-
resolution) imaging of unlabeled proteins bound to
DNA. In this new method, we use DNA-binding flu-
orophores that transiently label bare DNA but not
protein-bound DNA. In addition to demonstrating
diffraction-limited inverse imaging, we show that in-
verse Binding-Activated Localization Microscopy or
‘iBALM’ can resolve biomolecular features smaller
than the diffraction limit. The current detection limit
is estimated to lie at features between 5 and 15 nm in
size. Although the current image-acquisition times
preclude super-resolving fast dynamics, we show
that diffraction-limited inverse imaging can reveal
molecular mobility at ∼0.2 s temporal resolution and
that the method works both with DNA-intercalating
and non-intercalating dyes. Our experiments show
that such inverse imaging approaches are valuable
additions to the single-molecule toolkit that relieve
potential limitations posed by labeling.

INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence microscopy is the imaging method of choice
for an extensive range of in vivo and in vitro studies in
life sciences. In these studies, imaging of (individual) la-
beled molecular complexes typically provides spatially and
temporally resolved information of their presence, location,
motion, colocalization, conformation and stoichiometry as
well as insight into the morphology of extended molecu-
lar architectures (1,2). Fluorescence microscopy typically

relies on the fluorescent labeling of proteins of interest
through their fusion with fluorescent proteins or through
(site-)specific attachment of synthetic dyes. While such la-
beling can often be performed with high specificity and effi-
ciency, labeling is also associated with significant challenges
and drawbacks related to the labeling procedures and op-
timization involved. In particular, the most critical draw-
backs occur if labeling interferes with the structure and/or
function of the biomolecule of interest or if it causes for ex-
ample artificial clustering of labeled proteins (3).

At present, label-free imaging techniques that circumvent
drawbacks associated with labeling are receiving increased
attention. These techniques include second and third har-
monic generation, stimulated Raman scattering, interfero-
metric scattering (iSCAT), and interference reflection mi-
croscopy (4–7). Here, we set out to develop a fluorescence-
based approach capable of visualizing unlabeled proteins
bound to DNA. Instead of labeling and imaging the pro-
teins of interest themselves, we employ an inverse imag-
ing strategy by imaging the regions of DNA that are not
covered with protein using transiently-binding DNA-labels.
While in principle any fluorescent DNA-binding label can
be used, we first focus on the use of commercially available
DNA-intercalating dyes that exhibit 2–3 orders of magni-
tude enhanced fluorescence upon binding DNA (8). These
well-studied dyes have been used extensively to report on the
presence and location of double-stranded DNA, on struc-
tural transitions of DNA, as well as on DNA replication
and DNA digestion activities (9–14). Indeed, fluorescent
intercalator displacement assays have demonstrated that
DNA-bound proteins compete with intercalators for DNA-
binding sites, such that a suppressed signal from these labels
can report on the presence of unlabeled DNA-binding pro-
teins (15,16). Here we further extend the power of this ap-
proach by imaging the DNA intermittently bound by inter-
calators and thus retrieving spatially-resolved information
on unlabeled DNA-bound proteins.

Super-resolution approaches have enhanced the resolv-
ing power of fluorescence microscopy by improving its spa-
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tial resolution from the traditional diffraction limited reso-
lution of ∼250 to 25 nm or less (17–19). Such enhanced res-
olution has also been applied to intercalator-based imaging
of DNA: by localizing intermittent DNA-binding events of
intercalators in an approach termed ‘Binding-Activated Lo-
calization Microscopy’ (BALM), super-resolved images of
double-stranded DNA have been obtained with a spatial
resolution of 14 nm (20). Inspired by this study, we present
experimental evidence that DNA-bound-protein sections
can be visualized with a resolution better than the diffrac-
tion limit without the need for labeling the proteins, in an
approach we call ‘inverse Binding-Activated Localization
Microscopy’, iBALM (Figure 1A). We use Monte Carlo
simulations to obtain insight into the parameters determin-
ing the spatial resolution. Finally, we show that the inverse
imaging approach extends to the use of transiently DNA-
binding species other than intercalators to visualize the dy-
namics of protein complexes moving along DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Monte Carlo simulations

Locations of binding events were randomly generated over
a length of 1 �m DNA and events that overlapped the
blocked region were subsequently discarded. Normalized
Gaussian profiles of localizations were summed according
to position. The width of the Gaussians was calculated us-
ing the formula of localization uncertainty as described in
(21)
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where s is given by the standard deviation of the point
spread function, a is the pixel size, N is the number of pho-
tons collected and b is the background noise. For our ex-
perimental scheme a = 130 nm and b = 5.2. The stan-
dard deviation of the point spread function can be calcu-
lated by s = 0.25λ/NA, where � is the light wavelength (�
= 570 nm for SxO emission) and NA the numerical aper-
ture of the objective (NA = 1.2). The number of photons
for each binding event was drawn from a gamma distribu-
tion with a scale parameter equal to the number of photons
as a simulation parameter and a shape parameter, k, mea-
sured from experimental data (k = 2.95). We next compared
the results from this approach to the actual position of the
protein patch and determined the percentages of correct lo-
calizations and false positives. On a non-blocked region of
the DNA, mean and standard deviation of the summed in-
tensity profile along the DNA was determined. The thresh-
old, given by Ith = Iav − N ∗ σI , was used as criterion to
test whether a blocked region was detected and whether any
non-blocked regions would pop-up as false positives. Here,
the parameter N tunes the tradeoff between minimal detec-
tion size and false positives. For any given parameter set, 20
iterations of every parameter combination were performed
and subsequently the chance of true and false positives was
calculated.

Instrumentation

Experiments were performed on a custom-built inverted mi-
croscope that combined dual-trap optical tweezers with ei-
ther wide-field or confocal fluorescence microscopy (22,23).
In brief, two optical traps are generated using a 10 W
1064 nm CW fiber laser (YLR-10-LP, IPG Photonics).
Beam splitting and recombination is achieved using two po-
larizing beam-splitter cubes (10BC16PC.9, Newport). Inde-
pendent trap steering is done via a coarse-positioning piezo
stepper mirror (AG-M100N, Newport) and an accurate
piezo mirror (Nano-MTA2X Aluminium, Mad City Labs).
Two 300 mm lenses are used to couple the laser beams into a
water-immersion objective (Plan Apo ×60, numerical aper-
ture 1.2, Nikon). Force measurement is done with back-
focal-plane interferometry by collecting the light using a
condenser lens and separating the two trapping paths with a
polarizing beam-splitter cube and two position-sensitive de-
tectors (DL100-7PCBA3, Pacific Silicon Sensor). Fluores-
cence microscopy was performed on a wide-field setup using
an EMCCD camera (iXON+ 897E, Andor Technology).
For the localization experiments, the EM-gain was turned
off. A 491-nm excitation laser (Cobolt Calypso 50 mW CW)
was used for exciting YOPRO and a 532-nm excitation laser
(Cobolt Samba 50 mW CW) was used for exciting SYTOX
Orange. XLF experiments were performed with a confocal
fluorescence setup as described before (22). Briefly, a pulsed
laser system (ALP-745-710-SC) was used to create an ex-
citation beam centered at 467 nm. A tip/tilt piezo mirror
(S-334.1SD, Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co.) was used
for beam scanning and a fiber coupled APD (APDs SPCM-
AQRH-14-FC, fibers SPCM-QC9, PerkinElmer) was used
for detection. Line scanning of 190ms was used to create
XLF images.

ThunderSTORM analysis

Localization of binding events was performed using the Im-
ageJ plugin ThunderSTORM. To each local maximum a
fit of a Gaussian was performed with the weighted least-
squares method using a fitting radius of 3 pixels. The results
were visualized by depicting every localization as a normal-
ized Gaussian without performing any selection on the lo-
calizations. The mean intensity of the localizations was 366
photons (mode 231 photons), while the background had an
offset of 18±5 photons. This yielded an average localization
uncertainty of 25 nm (mode 19 nm).

DNA, intercalators, proteins and buffers

Biotinylated DNA constructs were produced from bacterio-
phage � DNA as described previously (23). DNA-dumbbell
constructs were produced in the flow cell by sponta-
neous binding of biotinylated DNA to streptavidin-coated
polystyrene microspheres (4.65�m diameter, Spherotech).
SYTOX Orange and YO-PRO-1 were obtained from Invit-
rogen. hRAD51 labeling with Alexa 647 was performed as
described previously (24). RAD51 experiments were per-
formed in RAD51 buffer, containing 20 mM Tris–HCl at
pH 7.5, 1 mM CaCl2 and 100 mM KCl. For localization ex-
periments, 20 �M hRAD51 was pre-incubated for 1 h with
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Figure 1. Inverse microscopy proof of principle. (A) Schematic of inverse microscopy principle. Inverse microscopy relies on the competition of binding
sites between protein (grey oval) and fluorescent probe (rod). (B) YOPRO imaging in the absence of hRAD51 reveals a homogeneously stained DNA
strand (exposure time: 1 s). (C) Fluorescence wide-field images of hRAD51-Alexa647 signal (upper, acquired in absence of YOPRO) and the subsequently
acquired YOPRO image (lower) on DNA that is tethered between two optically trapped polystyrene beads (exposure time: 1s). (D) Intensity profile between
the white dotted lines of the wide-field images of (C) shows a strong correlation between the position of peaks in the hRAD51-A647 image (green profile)
and the dips in the YOPRO image (black profile).

10 ng/�l bacteriophage � DNA, 20 mM Tris–HCl at pH
7.5, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM ATP and 30 mM KCl. After incu-
bation, hRAD51–DNA constructs were diluted in RAD51
buffer. For the fluorescence intercalator displacement assay
(Supplementary Figure S1), a similar pre-incubation was
performed with variable hRAD51 concentration. After in-
cubation, the DNA was diluted in RAD51 buffer contain-
ing 1 �M SxO to yield a ∼10% staining of the DNA. Ab-
sorption spectra were collected with a UV–Vis spectropho-
tometer (Varian Cary 4000). hXLF labeling with eGFP was
performed as was described before (25). TFAM labeling
with Alexa 555 was performed via cysteine-maleimide link-
age as described before (26). TFAM experiments were con-
ducted in 10 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM
DTT, 0.05% casein and 0.05% Pluronics. hXLF-eGFP ex-
periments were conducted in 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 1
mM DDT and 25 mM KCl.

RESULTS

As a first demonstration of the ability to visualize un-
labeled proteins on DNA, we studied human recombi-
nase protein RAD51 (hRAD51) using DNA-intercalation-
based inverse imaging. Here, DNA was incubated with
hRAD51 in a calcium-containing buffer to form DNA-
bound hRAD51 filaments (27,28) (Materials and Meth-
ods). This DNA was subsequently tethered to two opti-
cally trapped polystyrene beads and stretched to yield a
DNA-dumbbell configuration. In this experiment, we used
Alexa Fluor 647-labeled hRAD51 to allow direct confir-
mation of the presence and location of hRAD51 on the
DNA (Figure 1A) in conventional wide-field epifluores-
cence imaging (methods). Concurrently, we used the mono-
intercalator YO-PRO-1 (YOPRO) in order to visualize the
DNA for inverse imaging. Even at low average intercala-

tion density (<10%), the rapid and sequence-independent
DNA-binding kinetics of YOPRO (∼10 ms−1), combined
with ∼1 s camera exposure time, yields a uniform staining
of the DNA in absence of hRAD51 (Figure 1B). In presence
of DNA-bound hRAD51, however, regions of suppressed
YOPRO signal (i.e. ‘dark’ spots along the DNA) are clearly
visible (Figure 1C). Indeed, the locations of these dark spots
in the YOPRO image correspond excellently to the loca-
tions of DNA-bound hRAD51 (Figure 1D). This experi-
ment demonstrates that DNA-bound hRAD51 locally sup-
presses intercalator binding, which is in line with our find-
ings in fluorescent intercalator displacement experiments
performed in bulk solution on unlabeled hRAD51 bound to
DNA (Supplementary Figure S1A). Similar inverse imag-
ing experiments were performed on the mitochondrial tran-
scription initiation protein TFAM, revealing a clear spatial
correlation of the suppressed YOPRO signal with TFAM-
Alexa555 bound regions of the DNA (Supplementary In-
formation 4 and Supplementary Figure S4). These exper-
iments provide the proof of concept that spatial informa-
tion on the location of DNA-bound proteins can be re-
trieved through intercalator-based inverse imaging without
the need to label the proteins themselves.

To further extend the concept of inverse labeling to super-
resolution microscopy, we first analyzed the performance of
binding-activated localization microscopy on optically ma-
nipulated DNA. Here, we employed the mono-intercalator
Sytox Orange (SxO) because it has binding-event durations
in the range of seconds (koff

−1 ≈ 1 s at 15 pN DNA tension
(9). At nanomolar intercalator concentration, such long
binding times allow us to conveniently localize the positions
of individually resolved DNA-intercalation events (Figure
2A). The average number of photons collected per bind-
ing event per frame was 366 (1 s exposure time). We re-
constructed a super-resolution image of the DNA based
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Figure 2. Super-resolution imaging of DNA with BALM and visualization of DNA-bound proteins with iBALM. (A) Fluorescence images show individual
SxO binding events on optically manipulated DNA (exposure time: 1 s). (B) Super-resolution reconstruction of the SxO binding events on optically
manipulated DNA. (C) Cross section and Gaussian fit taken perpendicular to the DNA orientation, as indicated in the super-resolved image in (B). (D)
Wide-field image of hRAD51-A647 filaments bound to DNA (upper) and the corresponding reconstructed super-resolution image of SxO binding to DNA
(lower) accumulated over 100 minutes. (E) Intensity profile along the DNA between the white dotted lines of the images in (C) show a strong correlation
between hRAD51 position (green profile) and dark spots in the super-resolved SxO image (black profile). (F) Comparison of the intensity profile of the
diffraction-limited RAD51 signal and the inverted intensity profile of the iBALM signal, at the position indicated by the arrows in (D) and (E). The dashed
lines are gaussian fits that correspond to FWHM values of 450 ± 20 and 180 ± 10 nm for the hRAD51-A647 and SxO signals, respectively.

on the localization of ∼ 5.0 · 104 individual SxO binding
events (Figure 2B), which demonstrates the feasibility of
BALM on optically manipulated DNA. Note that control
of DNA tension (implemented here using optical tweez-
ers) allows tuning the event duration due to the strongly
DNA tension-dependent off-rate of intercalators (9). To-
gether with the intercalator concentration, DNA tension
thus provides control over event frequency and duration,
which allows convenient tuning of the spatial and temporal
resolution of (inverse) localization microscopy. Addition-
ally, we note that control of DNA tension allows suppress-
ing the thermal fluctuations of the DNA, which may other-
wise decrease the effective (super-)resolution due to motion
blurring (22,29). In the reconstructed image, the standard
deviation of the DNA cross-section was 38 ± 2 nm (corre-
sponding to a FWHM of 90 ± 5 nm, Figure 2C and Sup-
plementary Information 2) (20,30). Importantly, the high
number of localizations acquired shows the feasibility of a
dense sampling of the DNA (3 nm–1 or ∼1 event per base
pair), which will assist the inverse imaging of proteins and
protein patches with DNA-bound footprints in the range of
5–50 nm.

Next, we combined the inverse labeling strategy with the
principle of BALM, in order to demonstrate that we can
super-resolve unlabeled proteins on DNA in an approach
we call ‘inverse BALM’ (iBALM). To this end, we again
turned to dsDNA that was pre-incubated with hRAD51-
A647 and used SxO for localization microscopy of DNA.
In this experiment, a localization density of 1.7 nm−1 was
achieved with an average localization precision of indi-
vidual SxO binding events of 25 nm. The reconstructed

iBALM image exhibits dark spots, comparable to those ob-
served in the diffraction limited experiment (cf. Figure 1)
yet resolved at an enhanced resolution. Indeed, these super-
resolved dark spots coincide with the location of hRAD51-
A647 filaments on the dsDNA, as observed through direct
imaging of hRAD51-A647 (Figure 2D, E). The observation
that the SxO signal nearly vanishes at the RAD51-bound
DNA indicates that RAD51 filaments indeed prevent SxO
binding. The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
hRAD51 filament in the super-resolved iBALM image (see
arrow in Figure 2D, E) is 180 ± 10 nm (corresponding to
120 ± 7 hRAD51 monomers), which is more than a factor
of two better than the FWHM observed in the diffraction-
limited Alexa Fluor 647 image (450 ± 20 nm) (Figure 2F).
The size of the hRAD51 filament that we estimated through
iBALM, is in good quantitative agreement with an estimate
of the number of hRAD51 monomers in the filament based
on the Alexa647 fluorescence signal, and with an estimate of
the number of basepairs that are inaccessible for SxO bind-
ing based on the suppressed intercalator signal (see Supple-
mentary Information 3). While the total image acquisition
time of Figure 2D–F was 100 min, all RAD51 patches could
already be detected after 5 min of imaging (using an auto-
mated detection algorithm, see Supplementary Figure S2).
These results demonstrate a quantitative fluorescence-based
super-resolution imaging method of unlabeled protein fila-
ments on DNA.

To obtain quantitative insights into the performance and
limitations of iBALM, we performed Monte Carlo simula-
tions of our inverse imaging approach. These simulations
assume that a 1 �m long DNA molecule has a protein
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Figure 3. Monte Carlo simulations give insight into the performance of iBALM. (A) Example of a simulated intensity profile with a localization density
Ndet = 1 nm−1. Red area depicts the blocked region representing a protein patch. Green region is used to determine mean and standard deviation of the
intensity profile. (B) Influence of the threshold value on the probability of finding false positives (black) and on the minimal detectable patch size (red).
Three different combinations of localization densities were compared, while keeping the average number of photons constant at 100 per nm (continuous,
dashed and dotted line). (C) The probability of detecting a protein patch of varying size as a function of localization density. Color scale depicts probability
of detecting true positives. The threshold parameter and number of photons per intercalator were chosen to be N = 3.5 and Nphot = 200 respectively.
(D) Probability of detecting small protein patches (<10 nm) at a photon yield of Nphot = 800 as a function of localization density.

(patch) bound at its center. Stochastic DNA intercalation
events were generated at random positions along the DNA,
except at the protein-bound section (see methods). These
simulated intercalation events were subsequently used to re-
construct an iBALM image (see simulated reconstructed
iBALM profile, Figure 3A). In order to identify protein-
bound DNA in the simulated iBALM profiles, we invoked
an intensity threshold Ith , below which the DNA is con-
sidered to be bound by proteins. We calculate the intensity
threshold as Ith = Iav − N ∗ σI , in which Iav is the average
intensity and σI is the standard deviation of the intensity.
In principle, σI and Iav can be estimated through an iter-
ative approach without prior knowledge (Supplementary
Information 1), but, for simplicity, we obtained these pa-
rameters here directly from the simulated sections of bare
DNA. Parameter N needs to be chosen to achieve a bal-
anced tradeoff between false positives, correct detections,
and the minimum detectable patch size. To quantify the im-
pact of this tradeoff, we varied N for a range of different pro-
tein patch sizes and a range of localization densities (Figure
3B). In these simulated experiments, the number of detected
photons was kept constant at 100 per nm DNA (Materials
and Methods). The following observations can be made:
(i) the percentage of false positives drops sharply with in-
creasing N. Specifically, for N = 3.5, the fraction of false
positives drops <10%, independent of localization density;
and (ii) increasing N further >3.5 yields minimal improve-

ment in false positives, while it substantially deteriorates (in-
creases) the minimal detectable patch size, in a manner that
is strongly dependent on localization density and precision.
For example, a minimum detectable patch size of 23 nm is
achieved using N = 3.5, at an intercalation density of 2 nm–1

and 50 detected photons per intercalator (corresponding to
a localization accuracy of 65 nm).

Next, we sought to investigate how the efficiency of de-
tecting protein patches of varying size depends on the lo-
calization density (Figure 3C). To this end, a second set of
simulations was performed in which the number of pho-
tons per intercalator was fixed to 200, resulting in a local-
ization accuracy of 19 nm (for simulations of different pho-
ton counts see Supplementary Figure S3A). As expected,
the detection efficiency increases with increasing localiza-
tion density and with increasing patch size (Figure 3C). For
example, in order to detect protein patches between 20 and
55 nm in size with a minimum efficiency of 50%, a mini-
mal localization density of about 0.75 nm–1 was required.
These simulations furthermore show that the smallest pro-
tein (patch) sizes that can be detected reliably is about 15
nm (dashed line), which is comparable in size to large pro-
tein complexes such as nucleosomes, DNA Polymerase or
to filament-forming proteins such as RAD51. This lower
limit can be further enhanced to the size of a single pro-
tein of 5 nm by increasing the number of detected photons
per intercalator to 800 (corresponding to an enhanced lo-
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Figure 4. Inverse microscopy applications. (A) YOPRO imaging reveals a
sparse binding pattern after the DNA was saturated with hRAD51 binding
(exposure time: 1 s). (B) Intensity profile of the fluorescence image of (A).
Black triangles indicate the position of detected peaks. Inset: histogram
of nearest peak distances. (C) Kymograph of eGFP-labeled hXLF on op-
tically manipulated DNA (line trace: 190 ms). DNA-bound hXLF-eGFP
oligomers were bleached and are visualized as dark traces (arrows) in a
brighter background of transiently binding hXLF-eGFP monomers.

calization accuracy of 7 nm) at an intercalator density of 10
nm–1 (Figure 3D). Taken together, these simulations indi-
cate that, under the conditions of our iBALM experiments
(localization density of 1.7 nm–1 and localization accuracy
of 25 nm), the minimum detectable protein (patch) size is 15
nm (detection probability > 90%). For RAD51, such 15 nm
patch corresponds to a minimum detectable number of 10
proteins.

To explore further applications of our inverse imaging ap-
proach, we turn to the limit of high protein density, where
inverse imaging may serve to quantify the length of long nu-
cleoprotein filaments. In previous studies, the typical length
of uninterrupted, defect-free hRAD51 nucleoprotein fila-
ments on dsDNA has been measured using AFM to be on
average 500 bp (31). We revisited this quantification by ex-
posing dsDNA that was saturated with hRAD51 (as con-
firmed by force-extension analysis and fluorescence images
(Supplementary Figure S1B, D)) to the intercalating dye
YOPRO. Fluorescence imaging of YOPRO reveals a clear,
sparse binding pattern of the intercalator to the hRAD51-
saturated DNA (Figure 4A) that is distinct from the rela-
tively homogeneous YOPRO binding pattern that we ob-
served previously at low hRAD51 coverage (cf. Figure 1B).
The YOPRO binding pattern of Figure 4A is consistent
with a dense coverage of the DNA by continuous hRAD51
filaments that are interrupted by gaps where intercalators
are permitted to bind to the exposed DNA. The peak-to-

peak distance in the intensity profile (Figure 4B, inset) thus
provides an upper limit estimate for the hRAD51 filament
length of 0.7 �m or 1.4 kb, which is in good agreement with
previous estimates from AFM data (31) (we tentatively at-
tribute the second peak at twice the distance (Figure 4B,
inset) to a double average filament length when gaps are
not picked up by our peak-finding routine). In this inverse
imaging approach, the filament length could be estimated
owing to the small DNA-binding footprint of intercalators
of (at most) two base pairs (9). Such small footprint al-
lows intercalators to report on sub-nanometer gaps between
hRAD51 filaments that are too small to resolve through di-
rect imaging of fluorescently labeled hRAD51.

In another application of inverse microscopy, we aimed
to visualize the one-dimensional (diffusive) motion of
DNA-bound proteins along dsDNA. Since visualizing one-
dimensional diffusive motion requires a temporal resolu-
tion in the order of seconds (32), we turned to diffraction-
limited inverse microscopy, which is intrinsically faster than
super-resolution localization microscopy because it does
not require image reconstruction from a multitude of sparse
images. Furthermore, we employed the human protein
XLF-eGFP to label the DNA instead of using intercalators.
XLF is a DNA-repair protein that binds dsDNA intermit-
tently as a monomer, but it can also form stable oligomers
that exhibit one-dimensional diffusion along the DNA over
extended periods of time (25). After continued exposure
of such bound oligomers to fluorescence excitation, their
fluorophores photo-bleach, leaving ‘dark’ complexes that
are essentially representative of unlabeled complexes bound
to DNA. Laser-scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy
can subsequently report on the transient binding mode
of monomeric hXLF-eGFP to the DNA that surrounds
such dark complexes. Indeed, kymographs obtained un-
der such conditions clearly show dark regions of DNA,
which we associate with larger photobleached hXLF-eGFP
complexes that locally suppress transient binding of hXLF-
eGFP monomers to the DNA (Figure 4C, temporal reso-
lution is 190 ms). In support of this hypothesis, the dark
spots exhibit one-dimensional diffusion along the stretched
DNA with a diffusion constant D = 0.058 ± 0.008 μm2/s
(see Supplementary Figure S3B,C), consistent with the pre-
viously determined diffusion constant in the range of D =
0.05 to 0.5 μm2/s for large XLF complexes (25). These
last results showcase not only the versatility of the inverse
imaging approach to report on spatial dynamics, but also
the generality of the approach beyond the use of DNA-
intercalators as inverse labels.

DISCUSSION

In this study we have demonstrated an inverse imaging
method that is capable of (super-)resolving unlabeled pro-
tein patches bound to DNA. This method is related to fluo-
rescent intercalator displacement (FID) assays (15,16), but
with the significant benefit that spatially resolved informa-
tion of unlabeled proteins can be retrieved by registration of
the local absence of fluorescence. In order to correctly assign
a local lack of fluorescence to bound proteins, knowledge
of DNA location is required, which, in our experiments,
is accomplished through optical manipulation, but other
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methods can be envisioned such as the use of surface-bound
DNA or DNA curtains, DNA in nanofluidic confinement,
or by flow-stretching DNA.

DNA intercalators appear to be well suited for our in-
verse imaging approach: intercalators facilitate essentially
background-free imaging because of their 2–3 orders of
magnitude fluorescence enhancement upon DNA interca-
lation. Moreover, a range of well-characterized intercala-
tors with a small DNA-binding footprint is commercially
available (9), which makes it possible to quantitatively es-
timate the number of base pairs covered by the unlabeled
proteins (Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary In-
formation 3). A possible concern of using intercalators is
their potentially perturbing effect on DNA structure and
on enzymatic reactions (9). However, such perturbation has
been well-characterized and can be minimized through ex-
perimental design: Through proper choice of DNA tension,
intercalator and salt concentration, the DNA-binding ki-
netics and affinity can be tuned over ∼7 orders of mag-
nitude and, for example, achieve low coverage (e.g. <1%)
or high off-rates to minimize perturbation (provided that
such salt concentration and tension is compatible with the
DNA-protein interaction of interest) (9). While most of our
experiments indeed focused on using DNA intercalators,
we also demonstrated our inverse imaging approach using
non-intercalating probes. In principle, any DNA-binding
dye can be used as long as it competes with the protein of
interest for DNA-binding sites. Labels suitable for inverse
imaging should ideally bind DNA transiently while mini-
mally perturbing it.

A common problem for fluorescence-based approaches
is photobleaching. Inverse imaging, much like PAINT
(33), circumvents photobleaching problems by continu-
ously drawing new labels from bulk solution in order to
report on the features of interest (e.g. bare DNA). Bleach-
ing followed by photo-nicking of DNA, which can result in
DNA breaks, on the other hand, can be problematic. This
is particularly relevant for intercalators since their chro-
mophoric systems interact strongly with the DNA. In our
hands, photo-induced DNA breaks indeed limited the to-
tal duration of an experiment. Several approaches may be
taken to suppress this photo-nicking problem and increase
experiment duration or photon yield, such as the use of re-
ducing and oxidizing reagents (34).

The ability of inverse imaging to retrieve spatially re-
solved information on molecular structures without the
need to label the proteins of interest themselves sets the
method apart from other fluorescence-based imaging ap-
proaches. Other label-free imaging methods such as second
and third harmonic generation exist, but these are restrictive
in the proteins/structures that yield contrast. Inverse imag-
ing, on the other hand, can be used to image any DNA-
binding protein. While this makes the method versatile, a
lack of specific contrast also requires judicious experimen-
tal design in order to enable correct interpretation of in-
verse images. A label-free technique such as iSCAT gains
some specificity by quantifying molecular weight (5). On
the other hand, scattering-based techniques such as iSCAT
cannot make use of conventional super-resolution methods
that rely on switching between bright and dark states.

We demonstrated super-resolution imaging of unlabeled
protein patches through inverse binding-activated localiza-
tion microscopy (iBALM). The high sampling density that
is required for iBALM causes super-resolution imaging to
be comparatively slow. We showed that much higher tempo-
ral resolution can be achieved through beam-scanning con-
focal (diffraction limited) imaging of XLF-eGFP as DNA-
labeling molecule. Similarly high time resolution may be
achieved in super-resolution inverse imaging by employing
beam-scanning (1D) STED imaging of intercalating dyes
(e.g. Sytox Red, cf. (22)).

We envision wide applications for inverse imaging and
iBALM approaches. Although we have focused on imaging
isolated DNA strands, one could also imagine quantitative
imaging of regions of variable DNA accessibility in chro-
mosomes (35). Furthermore, these inverse imaging princi-
ples may be applied to systems other than DNA, including
the cytoskeleton (e.g. microtubules) (36) and two- or three-
dimensional structures like lipid surfaces (37). We consider
inverse imaging and iBALM to be valuable additions to the
single-molecule toolkit that can complement existing meth-
ods and relieve potential limitations posed by labeling in a
wide range of applications.
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